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POLICE BLOTTER 
 

 

Monday, October 15, 2018 

 
0034 Officers were on patrol as a two man car when they noted a suspicious occupied 

vehicle at the Marathon station at 1890 E. Stroop.  Arrested for Disorderly 

Conduct (PI) and an OVI suspension was James A. Bryant W/M/33. 2018-

47477 
 
0930 An officer responded to Greene Co Jail to pick up a subject held on our warrant.  

Amy M Mitchell, w/f/31, was arrested on the FTC warrant with original charge of 
theft, and transported to KPD Jail.  She was then taken to KMC to be added to 

the court docket for today.  2018-36388 
 
1703 An officer initiated a traffic stop at Hewitt and Bigger Rd. on a vehicle for a turn 

signal violation.  Shakira Junior b/f/21 had an active warrant from Xenia PD and 
Clark County SO both for DUS.  Junior was arrested on both warrants and 

subsequently charged with Falsification.  2018-47568. 
 
 

Tuesday, October 16, 2018 

 
0134 An officer observed a red light violation at County Line and research. Kyle R. 

Syx, W/M/27 was placed under arrest for OVI. 2018-47639 
 
0230 Officers served KPD warrants for Domestic Violence and Assault, by fax to 

MCSO jail, on Maliak A. Johnson B/M/20. 2018-46669 

 
0245 An officer observed a vehicle commit a marked lanes violation in the area of E. 

Stroop and Glenheath.  Kayla A. Nagel W/F/31 was found to be OVI and was 

placed under arrest. 2018-47646 

 

 



 

 
1200 An officer responded to Relax Inn to meet a Moraine Officer to take custody of a 

subject held on our warrant.  Tony N Tobin, Jr, w/m/39, was arrested on the 

FTC warrant, original charge of Disorderly Conduct.   2018-26266 
 
1339 An officer responded to Kroger, 530 E Stroop Rd, to check the welfare of a 

subject who had threatened to kill himself.  Jamie D Wheeler, w/m/45, was 
arrested for Disorderly Conduct by Intoxication, and transported to KPD Jail.   

2018-47706 
 
1539 An officer stopped a vehicle in the lot of 1818 Woodman Dr. for a registration 

violation.  Heather Snider, w/f/34, was arrested for Possessing Drug Abuse 

Instruments, and Leslie Ellis, w/m/46 was issued a summons for Possessing 

Drug Abuse Instruments.  2018-47737. 
 

2119 An officer went to 2378 Woodman Dr. and made contact with Brandon Arbaugh, 

w/m/21. Arbaugh had an active probation violation warrant through Franklin PD.  

He was arrested without incident.  2018-47801. 
 
2122  An officer responded to the KPD lobby to meet with a female regarding a 

Domestic Violence complaint.  Kenneth Johnson, w/m/59 was placed under 

arrest for Domestic Violence.  2018-47803 
 
 

Wednesday, October 17, 2018 

 
2240  An officer made a traffic stop in front of 2224 Farmside Dr. on a vehicle occupied 

by multiple subjects.  Andrew Keller, w/m/36, was arrested for Drug Possession 

and Possessing Drug Abuse Instruments.  Kanan Pittman, w/m/22, was 

arrested for drug possession.    2018-47813    
 
1632 An officer made a traffic stop in the area of E Dorothy and Rushland where he 

made contact with the passenger, Darrin W Campbell W/M/51. Campbell was 
found to have an active warrant from Enon Mayors Court for FTC on Driving 

Under Suspension. 2018-47911 
 
1755 An officer was dispatched to the area of Stroop and Shroyer on a possible 

intoxicated male walking northbound carrying a golf bag. He located William L 

Rowland Jr W/M/46 at Shroyer and Carrlands. Rowland was found to be 
intoxicated and unable to care for himself. He was also in possession of an open 

container of liquor and suspected marijuana. 2018-47927 

 
 

Thursday, October 18, 2018 



 

 
0055 An officer conducted a traffic stop at Berwin and Wilmington. During the traffic 

stop, one of the passengers was found to have a confirmed FTC warrant through 

Beavercreek PD. Justin D. Jett W/M/23 was arrested on the warrant. 2018-

47989 
 

1503 Officers were sent to Wren near Fritchie for a crash.  Rebecca D. Hall, w/f/27, 

was arrested for OVI and resisting arrest.  18-48079 
 

182 An officer was sent to the Warren County Jail to pick up Jimmy R. Strong Jr, 

w/m/38, on our original theft warrant.  18-46196 
 

2110 An officer stopped a vehicle on Ewalt at Smithville and found that Paula A. 

Butler, w/f/52, had a felony warrant through Butler County.  18-48166 
 
 
 

Friday, October 19, 2018 

 
2228  An officer stopped a vehicle for a minor traffic violation in the area of Shroyer 

and E. Stroop.  Leo J. Schenk (W/M/24) was arrested for OVI and issued a 

summons for Open Container.  2018-48127 
 
0050  An officer conducted a traffic stop in the lot of McDonald’s (2901 Wilmington 

Pike) for a minor traffic violation.  James P. Burgess (W/M/41), was arrested for 

drug possession.   Stacy L. Callarik (W/F/42), was found in possession of an 

open container of alcohol and issued a summons.  2018-48145 
 
0201  An officer conducted a traffic stop on Smithville at Forrer for a minor traffic 

violation.  Robert J. Whalen (W/M/25), informed him he had an open container 

of beer and was issued a summons for Open Container.   Matthew D. Moloch 

(W/M/36) was arrested for CCW and Improper Handling, and drug possession.   

2018-48155 
 
0545 Officers were dispatched to 2901 Wilmington Pike (McDonald’s) on a reported 

intoxicated person bothering customers.  Steven J. Mott (W/M/46) was found to 
have a warrant through Miami Township for an original of the Theft and was 

arrested without incident.  2018-48161 
 

1650 An officer conducted a traffic stop at S. Dixie and W. Dorothy.  Megan K. Kyne 

W/F/20 was arrested for Possession of drugs. 2018-48261 
 
 

1701 An officer arrested Elizabeth H. Wheeler, w/f/37, on a Beavercreek PD warrant.  

18-48263 



 

 

1930 Crews were sent to 2667 Pently on a trespassing.  Shady F. Kassis, a/m/28, 
was charged with drug possession, possession of drug abuse instruments, and 

trespassing.  18-48285 
 
 

Saturday, October 20, 2018 

 
0057 An officer conducted a traffic stop at S. Dixie and Old Lane.  Ronda M. 

Holbrook W/F/47 was found to have two confirmed warrants. One was for a 
felony out of Franklin county, and the other misdemeanor warrant was from 
Oakwood. She was also charged with Obstructing and felony drug possession. 

2018-48315 
 
0228  Crews were dispatched to the area of Telford and San Rae on a traffic crash. 

Jessica L. Miller W/F/25 was arrested for OVI. She subsequently tested .155 

after taking the breath test at Dayton PD. 2018-48324 
 

1634  An officer was dispatched to 1681 E Dorothy Ln on a disturbance.  Jerry W 

Odon Jr B/M/53 who was found to have an active warrant from Moraine PD for 

Theft. 2018-48392 
 

1633  An officer was dispatched to 3070 Southdale on a theft. Jamie L. Morrissey 

W/F/32 had been trespassed from this location and was issued a summons. 

2018-48396 
 
1713 An officer was checking the lot of Meijer, 4075 Wilmington, when he ran the plate 

of a black Mercury. Willis G Taylor W/M/53, was found to have an active 

warrant from Dayton PD and matched the driver. Emily B Kujat B/F/31, was 
also found to have an active warrant from Englewood PD. Both were arrested 
and transported to jail without incident.  

 
 

Sunday, October 21, 2018 

 
2345 An officer was dispatched to the area of W. Dorothy Ln. at Big Hill Rd. for a 

disabled vehicle.   Michele R. Hughes w/f/36 showed an active warrant through 
the Waynesville Mayor’s Court for Failure to Appear.  The warrant was confirmed 

and she was arrested without incident.  2018-48458. 
 
0011 An officer conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle for an equipment violation.  

Emmanuel Ring, b/m/27 had an active warrant through the Warren County 
Sheriff’s Office for Fraud.  The warrant was confirmed and Ring was arrested 

without incident.  2018-48460. 
 



 

1505 An officer was dispatched to assist medics with a suspicious person in the area 

of 514 Telford Av. Joshua D. McDowell W/M/41 was arrested for Disorderly 
Conduct-Public Intoxication and transported to Kettering Jail without incident. 

2018-48507 
 

1548 An officer made a traffic stop on a vehicle at Stroop and Kettering Blvd. Terrion 

Pope, B/M/19 was arrested for Improper Handling of a Firearm. 2018-48514  
 

1906 Officers were dispatched to 3595 Tait on a family problem. Kristen Hatton 

W/F/15 was transported to JDC without incident for domestic violence. 2018-

48547  
 

2111 An officer made a traffic stop in front of 1573 Springhill. Nicole Shepherd 

W/F/36 was arrested for a warrant through MCSO, Obstruction of Official 

Business, Resisting Arrest and Felony Drug Possession.  Saidah Coppage 

B/F/36 was arrested for CCW as well as Felony Drug Possession.  2018-48558 
 

2115 An officer made a traffic stop at Wilmington and Citation. James Dyer, W/M/45, 
was found to have an active warrant. He was transported to Kettering Jail without 

incident. 2018-48559  
 
 
 
 

 
 


